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Wistaston Academy is committed to creating an environment where exemplary behaviour is at the heart of
productive learning. Everyone is expected to maintain the highest standards of personal conduct, to accept
responsibility for their behaviour and encourage others to do the same. Our behaviour policy guides staff to teach
self-discipline not blind compliance. It echoes our core values with a heavy emphasis on respectful behaviour, a
partnership approach to managing poor conduct and dynamic interventions that support staff and pupils.
We recognize the importance of a positive approach to the behaviour of children in school. To quote the Elton
Report:
We consider the best way to encourage good standards of behaviour in schools is a clear code of conduct
backed by a balanced combination of rewards and punishments within a positive community atmosphere.
Establishing a whole school behaviour policy is an important step in that direction.
(Discipline in Schools Ch.4 Para.50, 1989)

Aims and values
Our school aims to provide a happy and secure environment for all those who work in, or visit, it. As well as the
school’s aims stated in the prospectus and prefacing curriculum policies, we believe that it is important:


To create a culture of excellent behaviour.



To ensure that all pupils are treated fairly, shown respect and to promote good relationships.



To refuse to give pupils attention and importance for poor conduct.



To help pupils take control over their behaviour and be responsible for the consequence of it.



To build a community which values kindness, care, good humour, good temper and empathy for others.



To promote community cohesion through improved relationships.



To ensure that excellent behaviour is a minimum expectation for all.

Encouraging Good Behaviour
We must all be aware of the importance of encouraging appropriate behaviour in school, and also of the different
ways this can be achieved.
The ethos or climate of the school as a whole is central to establishing and maintaining high standards of behaviour
but schools do not work in isolation. The DfE Report Ensuring Good Behaviour in Schools, 2012
www.education.gov.uk highlights a number of key expectations:


all pupils to show respect and courtesy towards teachers and other staff and towards each other;



parents to encourage their children to show that respect and support the school’s authority to discipline its
pupils;



all staff to help to create a culture of respect by supporting their peer’s authority to encourage positive
behaviour choices for pupils and ensuring that this happens consistently across the school;



governing bodies and Principal to deal with allegations against teachers and other school staff quickly, fairly
and consistently in a way that protects the pupil and at the same time supports the person who is the
subject of the allegation; and



Every teacher will be consistent at managing and improving children’s behaviour.

Making lessons engaging, interesting and relevant makes a huge contribution to sustaining positive behaviour and
we are committed to developing teaching to a high standard in order to achieve this.
Consistency in practice
 Consistent language and responses. Simple and clear expectations reflected in all conversations regarding

behaviour choices.


Consistent follow up. Ensuring that teachers take responsibility for relationship building and behaviour
interventions, seeking support but never delegating.



Consistent positive reinforcement. Routine procedure for reinforcing, encouraging and celebrating
appropriate behaviour.



Consistent consequences. Defined, agreed and applied at the classroom level as well as established
structures for more serious behaviours.



Consistent respect from adults, even in the face of disrespectful pupils.



Consistent models of emotional control. Emotional restraint that is modelled and not just taught, teachers
as role models for learning, teachers learning alongside pupils.

Consistency lies in the behaviour of adults and not simply in the application of procedure. A truly sustainable
consistent approach does not come in a toolkit of strategies but in the determination of every member of staff to
encourage and celebrate positive behaviour choices. Where pupils feel treated as valued individuals, they respect
adults and accept authority.
Praise
Adults should give consistent gratitude towards pupils who exhibit expected behaviour (e.g. ‘thank you for
listening’), praise should be given when the learner exhibits behaviour that is considered to be above and beyond. If
you praise for the minimum expectations you will get the minimum expectations in return. Praising a higher
standard of behaviour encourages the learning to exhibit a higher standard of behaviour. Where possible praise
should be given publically to encourage others to follow suit.
Recognition
Recognition of desired behaviour choices and/or effort in learning can be shown in a number of ways:







First and foremost, a note on SIMS as this goes home immediately to parents via Sch.comms
Dojo point rewards system. Classes may gain rewards for reaching set targets
Positive postcard home
Positive phone call home
Positive note to parent/carer at the end of the day
Positive rituals in EYFS and for SENs children

Misdemeanours
We recognize that there will be occasions when there will be problems with behaviour choices, for many reasons.
We will be consistent with a whole staff seamless approach; always understanding and sympathising with the
reasons for the more complex and negative behaviours, so that it can be dealt with effectively and calmly to reach a
desired positive outcome. When dealing with problems, it is important always to label the behaviour and not the
child and remind them of their previous good choices, (e.g. ‘That’s not the way we do things here at Wistaston
Academy’ or ‘I know that you can make good choices ’ rather than ‘You are a naughty boy’).
It is important to have a consistent policy for dealing with more challenging behaviour, while for some children who
have difficulty with finding the right behaviour it may be appropriate to focus on, and try to correct, only one
problem at a time. In some cases a non-verbal signal (e.g. an encouraging smile) may be sufficient, a visual prompt
or verbal encouragement.
A five-step approach to behaviour management should be deployed.
This should be done alongside the learner, below their eye level to ensure you are not deemed as a threat, delivered
privately wherever possible:

1. Step One
If a child is not responding to instructions, a quiet conversation, or simple instruction may be given to that child
to bring behaviour back on track.
In EYFS a visual red circle Stop Sign is used once or twice to bring behaviour back on track.
2. Step Two
If the inappropriate behaviour continues, the teacher may wish to speak to the child for 5 minutes at break
time. The conversation must be restorative at an age-appropriate level. This will be an appropriate time for the
child to complete any work that has been missed.
In EYFS, the child has time out. A visual timer is used and the teacher has a conversation about the behaviour
and who it affects in child appropriate language.
3. Step Three
For persistent inappropriate behaviour, the child can be moved within the classroom. If this does not solve the
problem, the child can be asked to go to another classroom, ideally the parallel class though this may depend on
the child and the situation. A child should only be sent to another classroom if all other strategies have failed, or
if the child needs an emotional time-out. At this stage, the phase leader must be informed and the incident
logged on SIMs. The parent/carer should also be informed. If the behaviour continues, a Behaviour Concern
Log should be opened and saved in the child’s Pupil Cohort file.
This step does not apply to EYFS.
4. Step Four
For behaviour which is very challenging and which is putting other children and adults at risk or seriously
disrupting the lesson, the teacher sends for a member of the Senior Leadership Team. The child will be asked to
leave the room with the member of the SLT until behaviour has been reset. Parents will be contacted by the
SLT. The class teacher should inform the SENCo who will discuss whether it would be appropriate to complete
an ABCD. The child’s behaviour will be discussed at a SLT Meeting with the teacher and strategies put in place
to support the teacher in managing the behaviour. This will lead to an individualised and consistent approach
and might include a personalised reward system.
5. Step Five
If the challenging behaviour described above continues, a risk assessment for behaviour will be completed, a
panel meeting to discuss the behaviour will be arranged and those attending might include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Principal
SENCo
Welfare and Support Manager
Member of the Governing Body
Community Police Officer (PCSO)
Class teacher
Parents
Child
PA to the Principal

The outcomes may include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Setting up a CAF
Social services referral
SENs support for social and emotional issues
The agreement that restraint will be used
Positive actions that parents can take
A managed move
Exclusion – as a last resort

Unacceptable Behaviour
There is no place for violence, aggressive defiance, bullying, harassment (racial or sexual), vandalism, rudeness to
adults or bad language in the school community and these must always be discouraged. Persons observing or
experiencing bullying, harassment or vandalism are encouraged to enlist the help of other adults in the school to
resolve problems of this type. Notes about serious negative behaviour are recorded onto the SIMs pupil data
system. Sanctions exist to protect individuals from these negative forms of behaviour. Solutions to problems of
bullying, harassment and vandalism should offer opportunities to support and guide the learner to take a more
positive role within the school. We take racist and homophobic incidents very seriously and the learner will be
warned that a one session exclusion will be administered if there is a repeat offence.
With the agreement of the Governing Body, the Principal reserves the right to screen and search pupils to ensure
that no items which are banned by the school, have been brought onto the school premises e.g weapons, needles
etc.
Only in extreme circumstances would the child be excluded from school for a fixed term or permanently. It is
stressed that this is a very last resort when other avenues have all been explored and/or the behaviour is of such an
extreme nature that exclusion is the only reasonable response. This includes; risk of serious harm (ROSH), violence
towards staff and pupils, risk to the learner’s safety. The school follows the DfE guidelines for exclusions.
Where exclusion does occur, parents will be asked to attend a reintegration meeting where strategies and future
actions will be agreed by the school, child, parents and/or carers.
Where a child has an Education Health and Care Plan or is Cared For and there is a risk of permanent exclusion or a
series of fixed term exclusions, daily monitoring may be required to ensure a seamless continued positive
reintegration for the learner.
The Golden Rules
The Golden Rules underpin our approach. They outline the explicit behaviours that show respect and caring towards
one another. Golden Rules also incorporate physical safety measures. The rules may not all focus on exactly the
same issues, but nevertheless fall broadly under the philosophical ‘umbrella’ of: respect for myself; respect for
others and respect for property. The Golden Rules are displayed in classrooms, corridors and throughout the school.
The Six Golden Rules are:







We are gentle; we don’t hurt others
We are kind and helpful; we don’t hurt anybody’s feelings
We listen; we don’t interrupt
We are honest; we don’t cover up the truth
We work hard; we don’t waste our own or other’s time
We look after property; we don’t waste or damage things

Linda Davis, Principal
November 2015

